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SCRUTINY OF SIs 
MAKING STATUTORY 
INSTRUMENTS (SIs) 

Stages 

Is it significant? 

A regulatory impact    

assessment (RIA) is 

drafted to facilitate    

consideration of        

alternatives. 

The OPC should     
draft the SI if: 

• It proposes      
amendments to     
primary legislation; 

• It is a                   
commencement     
order; 

• It is a government 
order; 

• It is an SI             
requiring  
government         
approval. 

 
 

• Cabinet pre-approval is needed for a government SI where: 

 
 
 
 
• The outline must be submitted for approval; 

• Then, the official draft is submitted for approval (with memo);  
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Required by 
Parent Act 

Directed  
by  

Cabinet 

Directed by 
competent 

Minister 

Advised by 
Attorney 
General  

 BY CABINET 

 BY HOUSES OF THE OIREACHTAS 

SI in limbo SI continues in force SI is annulled SI is void 

Approval needed? 
Power to  
Annul? 

Motion to approve 
not passed within 
specified time 

Motion to approve 
not passed but no 
specified time 

Motion to approve 
is passed within 
specified time 

As provided for in 
Parent Act or if SI 
made under European 
Communities Act 
1972 s.3 and includes 
an indictable offence  

No motion  
to annul is  
passed 

Motion to annul  
is passed within 
specified time 

 BY THE COURTS 

Court finds SI to be valid 

 BY OIREACHTAS COMMITTEES 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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Proposal 

The SI is proposed by the 

Minister or Authority  

 Outline 

An initial outline of the SI 

is drafted (or amended) 

by the Parent Department 

or Authority  

 Drafting 

The formal SI is drafted 

(or amended) by the        

Department, Authority or 

the Office of Parliamen-

tary Counsel (OPC) 

 Sign-off 

The official draft SI is 

signed off by the Minister 

or Authority.  

 Publication 

The SI is assigned a   

number and promulgated 

in line with Statutory  

Instruments Act 1947, 

s.3.  

 Commencement 

The SI (or relevant parts 

of the SI) come into effect 

on the specified date. 

Where no date is        

specified, the SI will    

commence on the date 

that the SI is made. SI declared ultra vires or 
unconstitutional by a court 

Where required by Parent Act, the SI is laid before (one or) both 

Houses (it sits in House for 7, 10 or 21 days, as specified) 

As provided for in Parent Act  
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Source of authority to make secondary legislation 
Article 15.2 1° of the Constitution provides:  

“the sole and exclusive power of making laws for the State is hereby vested in the Oireachtas: no other legislative authority has power to make laws for the State.”  

However, an Act may delegate legislative powers to a Minister, regulatory body or an authority. This power to legislate is limited to procedural matters — to allow for the  
effective administration of the provisions of the delegating Act (the ‘Parent Act’). The power is realised by the making of a piece of secondary legislation, commonly referred 
to as a statutory instrument (SI), or sometimes referred to as delegated legislation.  

The potential of secondary legislation was made obvious during the period following the 2020 General Election when the Oireachtas comprised only one properly constituted 
House (between 27 March 2020 and Monday 29 June 2020). During this period, the Ministers of the (continuing) government of the 32nd Daíl made a number of statutory  
instruments which had immediate effect. As both Houses of the Oireachtas had not been properly constituted and the Oireachtas Committees from the 32nd Daíl no longer sat, 
these instruments could not be made subject to normal parliamentary scrutiny. 

This infographic, together with the accompanying Note describes the source of and the process behind making secondary legislation in Ireland. The infographic and Note also 
identify the various measures currently in place to ensure secondary legislation is scrutinised from a political and legal perspective. 

Government Scrutiny 
As per Chapter 5 of the Cabinet Handbook, a Parent Department is required to submit an initial outline of a government SI to Cabinet in specified circumstances. Exceptions 
to pre-approval are provided for instruments of an urgent or recurring nature or where the terms of the SI are clearly within what is envisaged in the Parent Act. The 
(approved) outline of the SI is then sent to the OPC for formal drafting, settling, and proofing. The official draft of a government SI must be submitted to Cabinet, together 
with a memorandum setting out the background, OPC’s approval, the full title in English and Irish, and any formal requirements needed from the Oireachtas. An officer of the 
Department of the Taoiseach will notify the Parent Department, and any concerned departments, of Cabinet approval if it is forthcoming.  

Parliamentary Scrutiny 
Very few pieces of secondary legislation are challenged in the Oireachtas, let alone debated. The only time in the history of the State that an SI has been annulled by a House 
was on 29 May 2018, when the Daíl passed a motion to annul an SI introducing a penalty point system for fishermen engaging in unregulated, unreported, or illegal fishing. 
That said, there are still processes in place to allow the Oireachtas to scrutinise secondary legislation.  

The Parent Act will define whether a (draft) SI needs to be laid before one or both Houses of the Oireachtas and for how long. The Parent Act may also identify ways by which 
an SI may be approved or annulled by the Oireachtas. Where an SI is made under section 3 of the European Communities Act 1972 and contains a provision for an indictable 
offence, that instrument must be laid before both Houses of the Oireachtas for a period of 21 sitting days, allowing either House to pass a motion annulling the regulation. 
The Oireachtas has no power to amend an SI, this power is retained by the Minister or authority that made it.  
A motion to annul an SI may succeed by a simple majority in the relevant House. Annulment will take effect on the date of annulment – it does not have the retrospective 
effect of invalidating actions authorised by the legislation prior to that date.  
On the rare occasion that approval is required, a failure by the House(s) to pass a motion of approval within the specified period will render the SI void. If no period is speci-
fied, the SI will be ineffectual until such time as the motion for approval is passed.  

Although there has been an Oireachtas Committee dedicated to European affairs from the early 1970s (covering secondary legislation deriving from Europe), there has not 
been a committee solely dedicated to the scrutiny of secondary legislation since the mid-1960s, when the Seanad appointed a Select Committee on Statutory Instruments to 
consider Sis laid, or laid in draft, before the Seanad. Currently, any Oireachtas Committee with the relevant remit has the power to examine a (draft) SI (including one al-
ready laid before a House) to ensure the law it contains is clear and follows from the power delegated by the Parent Act. SIs are sometimes sent directly from the  
Parent Department to a committee by way of correspondence. Whether a committee considers an SI or not is a matter for its members—a committee is not compelled to 
scrutinise an SI. If the Committee does identify an issue, it will publish a report on the (draft) SI and, where action is considered to be warranted, it may recommend that the 
Minister or authority amend the SI or, where the power exists, the Oireachtas annuls it or does not approve it. 

Scrutiny by the Courts 
Secondary legislation must be consistent with, and based on, the Parent Act. The Parent Act also defines the limits of that power and the formal requirements needed to exer-
cise that power. If any of these elements are missing, the secondary legislation may be overturned by the courts. 

In Cityview Press v AnCo, the then Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Tom O Higgins, outlined a test for the constitutional validity of secondary legislation. First, to be valid, 
delegated law may only fill in the details of a policy that is already contained in primary legislation – it cannot incorporate an entirely new policy. Secondly, the primary  
legislation must include sufficient guidance for the secondary legislation to follow – the delegation may not be overly broad or unfettered. The judgment of Justice Hogan in 
the case of Bederev v Ireland, strengthened these tests. Justice Hogan found that where the relevant primary legislation contains no meaningful ‘principles and policies’  
constraining the delegated power, the resulting secondary legislation would be constitutionally invalid. 

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/cons/en/html#part4
https://assets.gov.ie/6813/2a580791a7b24decb97a550539a0faff.pdf
http://revisedacts.lawreform.ie/eli/1972/act/27/revised/en/html#SEC3

